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The STANLEY® PG60 is a powerful cordless profile grinder built to run on the DEWALT® FLEXVOLT® 
60V Battery System. This ultimate rail grinder offers an unparalleled user experience featuring  
ergonomic functionality, improved balance, and an integrated toolless shaft lock for quick grindstone 
replacement. The enhanced frame design eliminates interference with rail aligners and has removable 
stone guards for quick switching between 4" and 6" guards and grinding stones. With 40% improved 
visibility over the STANLEY® PG05, the PG60 ensures an optimal weld grinding experience. 

PG60 BATTERY PROFILE GRINDER
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PG60 BATTERY PROFILE GRINDER

OVERALL LENGTH 44 IN. / 111.76 CM
OVERALL WIDTH 10.5 IN. / 26.7 CM
OVERALL HEIGHT 32.5 IN. / 82.5 CM
WEIGHT 100 LBS / 45 KG
WHEEL CAPACITY  6 IN. DIA. X 3 IN. THK X 5/8-11 THREADED ARBOR (TYPE 6) U.S.A.
BATTERY TYPE 60V DEWALT® FLEXVOLT
SPINDLE RPM 5500
MOTOR BRUSHLESS

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

■ Designed with ergonomic functionality for an enhanced 
 user experience. Featuring a one-handed clamp  
 adjustment, better balance when carried, and a shaft lock 
 for easy grinding stone replacement

■ Enhanced frame design ensures that there is no  
 interference with rail aligners. Moreover, the stone 
 guards are removable, allowing for quick switching  
 between 4" and 6" guards and grinding stones

■ Battery-powered operation eliminates the hazard of  
 tripping over hoses during use

■ Optimal grinding experience with a continuous run time 
 of 8 minutes 

■ 40% improved visibility of the grind area compared to the 
 PG05, a higher base frame with added windows allows 
 for clear visibility of the work area and maximizes  
 work efficiency

■ Mechanical lift points come as a standard feature, along 
 with hand lift points that can be quickly attached

■ Safety interlock trigger system prevents unintended  
 start-up
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